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The pattern of questions in paper ll (Mathematics)
Full Marks ;100

GroupA: compursory Time:3 hours

To answer 10 questions of 3 marks each
(At least 2 questions from each unit be given)

10 x 3 = 30 MarksGroup B : To answer s questions of 6 marks each
(At least 1 question from each unit, be given)

5x6=30MarksGroup c : To ans\r'/er 4 questions of 10 marks each
(At ieast i question from each unit be grven)

Total = 100 Marks
4 x 10 = 40 Marks
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SYLLABUS
B) Paper il (Mathematics)

Unit t : (Atgebra)

(i) Homomorphism of Groups, Composition series of a
and solvable Groups.

Group Nil potent

(ii) Theory of Rings and its idears, Decomposition of idears, porynomiar' Rings, Noethe,am Rings, Extension Fields, Galois Group,Application of Galois Theory, Solvability by radicals.(iii) Linear Transformation on vector spaces, therr matrix representation,
Reduction to vanous canonicar forms,,structure of Birinear, Quadraticand Hermitian forrns, and their applications

Unit 2 (Anatysis)

(i) Riemann_Stieltje,s integration and its applications; Function ofseveral variables' Jacobian' partial derivatrves and differentiabirity
Extremar probrems, theory of uniform convergence of sequence ofreal/ complex functions.

(ii) Apprications of comprex rntegration, Theory of Residues, study ofconformar mapprng and Bilinear Transformation, power series,Appiication of Entrre, meromorphic and Univalent functions Methodsof analytic continuation.

Unit 3 (Any one)

(a) For pure Mathematics (Measure theory and Topology)(i) Lebseque theory of measure and integration; outer measure andBorel measure, measurable functions, convergence theorems,lebseque differentiation and integration, Lp_spaces and itscompreteness, signed measure, Decomposition theorems, Baire
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measure and product measure, Lebseque_Stiertje,s; integration and
its applications.

(ii) continuity and homeomorphism in toporogicar spaces, rerative
topology on subspaces, separation axions, countabirity, Lindeloff
spaces and B.w.p., connected and Disconnected spaces, compact
and rocaily compact spaces; product spaces and Quotient spaces,
Meteriziability.

(iii) Nets and Firters; study of convergence, continuity and
Hausdorffness in Nets and Filters.

Orl
(b) For Appried Mathematics (vector carcutus, Tensors and

Calculus of Variation)

(i) scarar and vector fierds, study of grad, div, curr and Lapracian,
Notion of Frux, vorume integrar and surface integrar, apprications of
Green's theorem, Gauss Divergence theorem and stoke,s theorem.

(ii) Transformation of coordinates, Tensors, Argebra of tensors,
symmetric and Shew_symmetric tensors, tensor of type (r,s),
Quotient raw, contraction of tensors, Reciprocar tensor, Riemannian
metric, christoffer symbors covariant derivative, geodesics,
Riemann-christoffer curvature tensor, Bianchi,s identity, Einstein
tensor and its properties.

(iii) Method of carcurus of Variations, Eurer-Lagrange,s equations,
sorving extremar probrems; shortest distance, path of quickest
decent, etc.

Unlt 4 (Differentiat and lntegrat equations)
(i) lnitiat varue probrem (r v.p) of differentiar and

equation, Existence and uniqueness of

equivalent integral

solution
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convergence theorem, Ascolt-Arzela theorem, Peano's existence

theorem.

(ii) Study of Fourier series, Fourier transform and Laplace transform;

properties of Harmonic functions and those of Green's functions.

(iii) Use of lntegral transform methcd for solvtng I V P of differential

equation; use of variable separable method and lntegral transform

method for solving boundary value problem (B.V.P) of partial

difierential equations (Ex. wave, heat and Laplace)

(iv) Eigen values and eigen functions of integral equations, symmetric

and separable Kernels, use 
, 
of method of successive

approximations, lntegral transform and Green's function.for solving

Fredholm and Volterra integral equation of first and second kind.

Units 5 (Any one)

(a) (Functional Anaiysis and theory of operators)

(i) Theory of Normed linear spaces, Banch spaces and Hilbert spaces,

Finite dimensional spaces and compactness, Spaces of continuous

linear transformations, Hahn-Banch theorem and its applications,

Reflexive spaces.

(it) Theory of operators in Hilbert spaces, Study of Topological vector

spaces, Locally convex spaces, Frechet spaces and Nuclear

spaces. Study of special operators like closed, compact, Fredholm

and Riesz operators; Operator algebra and fixed point theorems.

Or

(b) (Operations Research)

Linear and non-linear programming, Optimization

theory, Queuing theory, simulation, Monto-Carlo
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anarysis in project-pranning (pRT and cpM), sequencing_N jobs and
M machines, where M = 2,3, and p.

Or
(c) (Fluid Mechanics)

(i) Equation of continuity, Boundary surfaces, stream rines, verocity
potentiar, rotationar and irrotational motion, Lagrange,s and Eurer,s
equations of motion, Bernouili's theorem, rmpursive motion.

(ii) Motion in two-dimensions, Notion of source, sink, doubrets and their
rmages; circre theorem; Two dimensionar irrotationar motion
produced by motion of circurar, co-axiar and eiliptic cyrinders in an
infinite mass of fruid, Brasius theore'm; Motion of a sphere/ cyrinder
through riquid at rest at infinity under some constraints; riquid
streaming past a fixed sphere/ cyrinder; Stoke,s stream function.

(iii) Vortex motion and its properties, Motion due to circular and
rectirinear vortices; Navier-stoke's equation f or sorving
hydrodyna mical problems

(iv) Bio-mathematicar moders, study of diseased human joints, froyr of
blood in arteries, stability of replacement models

Or
(Theory of Retativity)

Speciar theory of rerativity, rnertrar frame, Gailirean and Lorentz
transformation and their properties; Relativistrc formula for
composition of verocities and accererations; Aberration, Dopprer,s
effect; Equivalence of mass and energy.

Generar theory of rerativery, principre of equivarence and generar
covarance, Einstein fierd equation, schwart_schird externar/ internar

(d)

(i)
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